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1. Introduction

The study of computational models of argumentation is a vibrant research area in artificial intelligence [1]. Among the proposed computational models of argumentation, considerable progress has been recently made in developing automated reasoning techniques for abstract argumentation frameworks (AFs) [2]. Various systems have been recently implemented for reasoning over AFs [3], further incentivized by the ICCMA series of international competitions on computational models of argumentation [4,5], focusing on AF reasoning tasks such as credulous and skeptical reasoning of the acceptance of arguments, and extension enumeration.

AF reasoning tasks can be represented in a natural way as Boolean combinations of logical constraints via developing propositional (Boolean satisfiability, SAT) encodings [6]. As witnessed by the results of the ICCMA competitions, SAT-based approaches based on (potentially iterative) invocations of SAT solvers on propositional encodings currently form a central computational approach to reasoning over argumentation frameworks, complementing and being very competitive when compared to specialized algorithms developed for AF reasoning. Indeed, the state-of-the-art SAT solver technology readily available today offers the core NP decision engines employed in many of the current state-of-the-art argumentation reasoning systems focusing on AF reasoning problems [7,8,9,10,11,12,13].

The use of SAT solvers is not restricted to problem domains in NP. SAT solvers allow for solving hard decision problems presumably well beyond NP via harnessing instantiations of the general SAT-based counterexample-guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) approach [14], based on iterative and incremental applications of SAT solvers, solving a sequence of abstractions and ruling out non-solutions through counterexample-based refinements to the abstraction towards finding one or more solutions to the actual problem instance at hand. As complexity-theoretically very challenging problems are abundant in AF reasoning—various types of decision and optimization problems under different AF semantics exhibiting completeness for different levels of the polynomial hierarchy—developing CEGAR-type SAT-based procedures for AF reasoning tasks is an intuitive choice. Furthermore, there are further connections between AF semantics and iterative SAT procedures; computing the ideal extension essentially corresponds to computing the backbone of the propositional formula encoding the admissible sets of a given AF [15,16], which gives promise of developing new backbone algorithms particularly suited for argumentation instances [17].
Going beyond the problems focused on in the ICCMA competitions, SAT-based algorithms have also been developed problems related to AF dynamics, dealing with e.g. adjusting (or revising) a given AF to support new knowledge represented as extensions the AF should support [18,19,20] or synthesizing a semantically best AF structure to represent a given set of extensions [21]. The study of AF dynamics gives rise to optimization problems, inviting the employment of Boolean optimization solvers such as maximum satisfiability (MaxSAT) solvers, the optimization counterpart of SAT—relying again heavily on SAT solvers. Furthermore, some AF semantics which yield polynomial-time static reasoning problems turn into NP-hard optimization problems when considering AF dynamics; for example, extension enforcement [22,23,24] under grounded semantics requires non-trivial SAT encodings [25].

Beyond abstract argumentation, the SAT-based techniques developed for AF reasoning have been shown to be applicable also for reasoning about acceptance and enumeration of extensions in structured argumentation formalisms. Especially in the context of assumption-based argumentation (ABA) [26,27,28], a translation-based approach consisting of mapping the structured reasoning task first to the AF level and then employing variants of AF reasoning techniques has recently been shown to provide a complementary approach to native algorithms for ABA reasoning [29].

The development of SAT-based procedures for AF reasoning, and extensions of AFs such as abstract dialectic frameworks (ADFs) [30], poses interesting research challenges. Understanding the complexity of AF reasoning tasks with respect to different parameterizations (AF semantics, reasoning modes, and other problem-specific parameters) is essential for understanding what type of SAT-based approaches may be suitable. From encodings and procedures to implementation, the choice of the SAT and MaxSAT solvers can have a noticeable impact on scalability and efficiency. The incremental APIs offered by some of the central SAT solvers also play a key role in implementing CEGAR-style iterative approaches. The use of MaxSAT solvers in CEGAR has been less studied, and poses more challenges, e.g. in terms of incrementality. All in all, developing further understanding on the best-suited ways of employing SAT solvers for reasoning over computational models of argumentation holds great potential for pushing and extending further the current state of the art in computational approaches for argumentation.
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